
Services Wish List
From Members

More Money Line-this is the best service from POMA�
Reduce membership costs.�
More cost cutting opportunities for POMA members for such things as expenses around trade show etc.�
Finally, it would be amazing if POMA offered benefits such as Health Care insurance. Other than that, Poma is 
1.Better travel discount rates, 2.Better Field/breakout day with S$W, Pure Fishing and other bigtime 
Make it more convenient to use stock photo agency.
1. More editor meets writer sessions�
2. Easier access to photo gallery�
3. More work with interns as that helps both the writer and intern
I don't know.
Sorry, can't think of any...
Expanded Money Line�
Book Publishers looking for manuscripts�
Outdoor Industry Open Positions
Can't do any better.
should offer networking opportunities and possibly talk boards where subjects and postings can be left and other 
members would be notified of a post and could in turn reply.  I'd like to see a tighter network of communication - 
not open to the public, but only to the members - like a web board with 4 or 5 subjects. . .
Anything that advances more sales, assignments, and bookings.�
�
For this member I will Not share my speakers client list. Remove this requirement and I will take part.
Book reviews of members books with address for puchase.�
Blog sites�
Help with recovering past due billings from customers reluctant to pay for servides rendered, i.e., a way to help 
Career counseling Personal help/advice/guidance in finding work, developing resumes & business proposals, 
etc.�
None I can think of.
Webinars on topics such as digital photography, Photoshop or even graphic programs like In-Design. (So many 
writing jobs call for photography and design now.)�
�
Online "Point-Counterpoint Debates" on issues like lead ammo, roadless areas, Sunday hunting, taking wolves off 
ESA, public lands mgmnt, etc. Intoduce a topic and let everyone weigh in...
More interactivity between CPs and members.
multi-year membership�
better explain services already available�
provide different look to different e-services to easily distinguish between them
1. Video tutorials (how to set up video cameras, how to take better photos, how to use a CP product)�
2. A field testing program. POMA lists available products, and then members sign them out and return them in a 
timely (60 days) manner. �
I think my personal Wish List has already been addressed.  There may be activities that others feel are less 
valuable and I'll simply go along with the majority who feel "less" might be better than "more."
Info on workshops not held at POMA conferrence. �
�
Maybe an "expert" contact list for specific problems, whether contract, photoshop, resume, copyright, etc.
More info on making money in web based media �
Live Webinars�
Up-to-date blog site to promote more frquent dialog between members
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An industry wide media contact list similar to what the OWAA put out.�
An industry wide editor contact list with email addresses for queries.
Frequent corporate spotlights
Stock photo agency�
More photo and photoshp training�
Active promotion of members to media outlets.
Insurance�
�
Discounted trips with outfitters
The ONLY reason I belong to groups like POMA is to be informed about market opportunities.  If you can't sell 

*Listing of declining/pre-defunct markets & why�
*Listing of new/start-up digital/Internet markets�
*Latest news from anti-sportsmen groups (HSUS, etc.)

nothing
1. partner with Zenfolio for the stock photo galleries. http://photography.drchoate.com�
�
2. Booking Agent for discounted hunt/fish pricing.�
�
3. Expanding money line listings.

No suggestions
1) A "getting to know" segment featuring unknown or lesser known POMA members, and their offerings.�
2) Smaller, regional get togethers for POMA members in different regions of the country so we who can't make a 
long flight to the Annual Conf. get a chance to network closer to home.�
3)  Format-based matching w/ media (back page, features, photos).
online video instruction�
marketing contacts within companies�
how to online videos like How to get your first article/book published, etc.
Health care program�
Equipment insurance program
No current ideas
I can't think of any at the moment.
We need to leverage social media amongst ourselves�
- collectively we can do more�
�
I loved the bring your own laptop sessions - I would like to see bring your own digital SLR at conference with a 
Outlet for member's published books�
More contact with book and magazine editors�
A publishing industry, Who has moved where? column.
I can't think of anything right now.
1)�
Tips, listings on hunting lodges, sites that offer discounts to POMA members and encourage outdoor writers' 
visits and story-telling of their adventures at the location�
2) Recommendations for good story material and locations that welcome writers and guests�
3) Good discounts for hunt lodges, hunting guides, outdoor hunting equipment & attire
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I haven't been a member that long to add anything�
significant.
no suggestions
fg
Perhaps POMA organized press trips?�
�
The organization is great and very professional!
none at this time.
Establish a union
These are already mentioned, but I'd most like to see a better, more professional website that's easier to 
navigate, and a downloadable member database.
A much better job with the Speaker's Bureau.
A "clearinghouse" for stories or articles available to editors, similar to photo bank. �
Pre-conference fishing or other outdoor activities, such as we had in Minneapolis�
Post-conference activities, such as in Minneapolis

No further suggestions

1)Video Footage Stock Photo Gallery�
2)Used equipment for sale from POMA Members�
3)Health Insurance for members?(Not Obama Care)

Simply more specific, hand-on ways to make more money more of the time through adjunct sources to the main 
business of outdoor communication. In other words, ways to make money even when you're doing something 
1. DVDs of conference seminars�
2. Trade news as it pertains to outdoor companies ie... Remington purchased Ruger and why.�
3. More tips and tricks of the trades

Publication directory with contact info.
Would like for the media members to be a little more aware of who the Corporate Sponsors are and what 
products they sell especially at conference.  I don't know how many media members came by our booth at show 
case and ask what we do and more even at Field Day.  Maybe before conference have a Directory for Corporate 

I have not looked but place where Events could list their event/activity and request Production Companies to 
contact them for coverage of their event? As we look ahead to next year it would be nice if we could as members 
go and see what events are interested in coverage and I would think THEY would want a place to go to request 
POMA should have more of their members teaching classes at the POMA Conf. Some of the most valuable 
information came from speaking to individuals such as Mr. Pete Brownell, Judd, and Shelly Moore. �
�
Having a 1 hour on-line educational program would be very helpful once per month.
?
I think your prospect list fits the bill. Thanks.
List of go to people for technical questions, with their area of expertise.
1. Monthly update of member and CP on line directories.�
No ther suggestions.
More money line opps with a request to posters to confirm receipt of app from member.�
More activity and simpler entry for Photo gallery.
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1- A page where members can post items (such as used equipment)"for sale". Perhaps be available on the public 
site.�
�
2- The ability for visitors on the public POMA site to access POMA member website links to increase member 
My involvement in POMA is marginal. I've joined and continued membership to further outdoor writing 
professionalism. The conferences have been held during times when I'm away, so I've yet to gather with 
members and gain first-hand info on the organization. �
�
An ative-retired membership category.
A list of info contacts within state DEPs (or equivalent)and USDI on wildlife, individual species, fishing related, 
forestry related, conservation, etc. (So I'd have appropriate contact to get current info on wolves, grizzly bears, 
whirling disease, game species populations, wilderness trails, controversial issues [wolves vs ranchers] etc.

////////
Not sure
Your list covers all I require as  a new member.
More influence, if that is possible, with publications regarding fair and ethical treatment of writers.


